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- Speakers Emphasized at the Memorial Meeting Organized by 

the CPI (ML) Central Committee 

Hyderabad, 08-08-2021: 

 
 The commemoration meeting of Com Madhu, Member of Central Executive Body, CPI 
(M-L) and Editor of Class Struggle Magazine was organized on August 8, 2021 at 
Sundarayya Vignana Kendram in Hyderabad, Telangana and was presided by Com 
Prasadanna, CCM. Com Madhu’s life partner Com Padma, daughter Com Ajitha paid 
floral tributes to his portrait. Later, the Party leaders, representatives of various 
Revolutionary Parties and Mass Organisations paid their homage to Com Madhu. The 
participants of the meeting observed 2 minutes of silence in memory of Com Madhu. 
 CCM of CPI (ML) Com. Aravind Sinha sent condolence message remembering his 
association with Com Madhu in the revolutionary movement. 
 CPI (ML) A.P. State leader Com S.Jhansi in her address said: “recollecting Com Madhu’s 
six decades of political life is all assorted with political situations, setbacks, ups and down 
in the revolutionary movement and his personal life is inseparable from his political life”. 
She said Com Madhu led an exemplary life of a Marxist-Leninist revolutionary. 

“Let’s Strive to Realise the Ambitions of 

Comrade Madhu” 
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 CPI (ML) New Democracy Leader Com. J.V.Chalapathi Rao said that the unity of all Communist 
Revolutionaries is the real tribute to Com Madhu. CPI (ML), CCM, Com. Suseelan (Kerala) in his 
message recalled Com Madhu’s association with comrades of Kerala region. CPI (ML) New 
Democracy Leader Com Sadineni Venkateswara Rao said - movements must be developed to 
thwart the fascist forces and work for unity of Revolutionaries in that direction. MCPI (U) leader 
Com. Tandra Kumar urged to enlighten the people against the conspiracies of the exploiting 
classes. CPI (M-L) Red Star leader Com. Kollipara Venkateswara Rao said that the revolution won’t 
be successful without a United Revolutionary Party and desired for the unity of  all the ML Parties.  
 CPI (M-L), CCM, Com. P.K.Shahi in his tribute to Com Madhu on behalf of Delhi Party Committee 
said that Com Madhu was one of the Ideologues in the party. 
 CPI (ML) Janashakti leader Com. Bommakanti Komaraya said that there is a great need for 
Revolutionaries to unite. Palamuru Study Forum representative Raghavachari recalled his 
childhood experiences with Com Madhu working against caste, religion and exploitation. AIFTU 
(New) Leader Com Pedanna shared his affiliation in the movement with Com Madhu. Janasahiti 
President Com Divikumar said that Com Madhu’s earnest efforts and guidance in the field of 
literature should be taken forward. Com Harsh Thakur (Mumbai) reminded Com Madhu’s special 
style in explaining the Mass line. CPI (ML) leaders Com. Baburao Kumbergaon hailed Com Madhu 
as a leader who taught Marxism in simple words. 
 Among others who paid homage were CPI (ML) Tamil Nadu State Committee representative 
Com. Sundara Vinayagam, Writer and Artist Com Bhupal, Com Vimala of Arunodaya Cultural 
Organisation, leader of  teachers’ movement, Panduranga Varaprasad and M. Lakshmi, Editor of 
Stree Sanghatana magazine. Peoples’ artists sung revolutionary songs in Com Madhu’s memory. 
Delegates from different districts of the State attended the meeting. 
 
Vijayawada, 14-08-2021: 

 
 Com Madhu’s Commmoration meeting was held inspiringly on August 14, 2021 in MB Bhavan, 
Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh. Com S.Jhansi presided the meeting. Com Madhu’s life partner Com 
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Padma paid floral tributes to his portrait. Later, other family members, speakers and leaders of 
various mass organizations paid their homage to Com Madhu. Com. Jhansi proposed the 
resolution of condolence of Com Madhu prepared by the CC. The meeting observed 2 min silence 
in Com Madhu’s memory. Com Prasadanna released the 200 page book ‘Com Madhu –A 
revolutionary leader of the working class’ (in telugu) brought by APSC and paid revolutionary 
tributes to Com Madhu. 
 CPI (ML) CCM, Com Gurram Vijay Kumar said, “to give precise guidance to Communists in the 
field of literature, Com Madhu wrote documents like ‘Cultural Revolution and Our Duties’ (in telugu). 
Establishing the Revolutionary State is the real tribute to Com Madhu and all the other Martyrs”. CPI 
(M-L) Odisha State Secretary Com Srikanth Mohanty in his address said that Com Madhu has been 
the Odisha State Party In-charge for the last two and a half decades and shared his association 
and memories with Com Madhu. CPI (ML) Tamil Nadu State Secretary, Com Gunalan said that 
striving for the victory of the Indian Revolution is the tribute to all the Martyrs. CPI (M) State Secretary 
Com P. Madhu emphasized the need for a united movement of the Left Parties. CPI State Leader 
Com. Jelly Wilson said that despite many sacrifices made by the Communists, the splits in them is 
the main reason for the strengthening of BJP and urged to work to overturn it. 
 CPI (ML) New Democracy State Leader Com. Chittipati Venkateshwarlu urged to resolve the 
unnecessary splits that followed the 1969 split and move towards unity. Member of the MCPI (U) 
Politburo Com Venkata Reddy in his tribute said Com Madhu is a personality who has imbibed the 
qualities of a true Communist. CPI (ML) ND Leader Com Polari said - we lost a versatile personality. 
 Janasahiti State President Com Divikumar said -Com Madhu in the documents written five 
decades back itself has clearly and strongly charted the duties of a new democratic cultural 
movement. CPI (ML) Liberation leader Com. M.P.Ramdev said that the demise of Comrade Madhu 
was a loss to the entire revolutionary movement. CPI (ML) Janashakti leader Com. Konda Durgarao 
said the communists have not grown up to lead the people of the country where exploitation is 
intensifying. MCPI (U) State leader Com Khadar Basha praised that Com Madhu is a great 
personality of the Indian Revolutionary Movement. CPI(ML) Red Star leader Com. Mannava 
Hariprasad hailed Com Madhu as a Marxist Genius who provided the key ideological principles 
necessary for the Indian revolution. Com Madhu’s life partner com Padma said – “to move forward 
until the last breathe with commitment and striving for victory of revolution is the tribute to him”.  
 CPI (ML) AP State leader Com S. Jhansi while speaking asked what should be done as 
Communists at a time when fascist forces are booming in the country and asked to introspect as 
to what is being done. She emphasized to provide the people with in-depth politics for the change 
of the system. She urged for a collective overturn of the attacks on Marxism. She asked to check 
the integrity with the fellow revolutionary organizations and their ranks and hoped for working 
together on agreeable public issues and for the Unity of Revolutionaries. 
 Artists of the Peoples’ Artists Federation sang revolutionary songs in memory of the Martyrs. 
Activists and Comrades from different districts of the State attended the meeting. 
 


